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Introduction
This document is written with the purpose of understanding standard lockbox transaction FLBP and how it
updates AVIK (payment advice header) AVIP (payment advice line item) tables and clears documents from
BSID to BSAD.

Purpose
Purpose of this document is to help those FI and ABAP consultants understand how FLBP works ,how it
posts the documents, what are the steps required to successfully post the documents through FLBP and
what should do in case of FLBP fail.

Technical Process steps
1. Go to WE19 and execute IDOC to see details, highlighted are the invoice numbers this idoc
contains.
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2. Click on standard inbound button and post this idoc-you‟ll get new idoc number (you only need
new idoc if this idoc is already consumed else you can use same idoc).

3. Go to table FEBKO (Electronic Bank Statement Header Records) and put * idoc no in XBENR
field to get bank information details.
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4. Go to transaction FLBP and execute this for this bank information. You can wither choose mode
N (direct) or A (BDC).

5. You‟ll get this screen after executing lockbox which shows document was posted on account.
Other statuses could be “Applied” or “Unprocessed”. Status should always be “Applied‟ as it
shows document successfully cleared but in some cases like in this case status is “Posted on
Account” but document was successfully cleared from BSID to BSAD. You need to validate this
output with you customer if this can be passed.
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6. Go to Table AVIP (Payment advice line item) and enter AVSID (payment advice no) taking from
above output (under Pyt adv.-0179478900) and see gross and net amounts. Third line item is
created by lockbox showing cheque total (match „doc on acc number‟ from above screenshot
with third line item „doc no‟).Total of all three line items should equal to 0 i.e. cheque total and
invoice total should equal.

7. Now go to BSAD and see whether this document got cleared from BSID into BSAD-Please note
total net payment amount in AVIP should be equal to total gross payment amount in BSID only
then FLBP will successfully post the document i.e. customer payment should be equal to bank
data.

8. Go to transaction FBE3 and enter customer number in account and payment advice no. If
payment amount and item total matches then FLBP should post this document successfully, if
both the payments are not same then this is an issue, you need to manually correct entries in
AVIP so that total of all Gross (WRBTR) and net payment (NEBTR) should match with total
payment amount which comes from AVIK (payment advice header) table –field RWBTR which in
turn equal with FEBEP (Electronic Bank Statement Line Items) amount - KWBTR field.
In other terms FEBEP amount should be equal to total invoice line items net amounts.
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9. If everything seems to be okay and fine then this scenario should pass ,but sometimes status
“Posted on account” is due to some error which you can see under message heading in output
of FLBP which says-

It is due to standard code, in this case you just need to apply this SAP Note-49893
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Related Content
Entering Lockbox Data per EDI (FI-BL-PT-LB)
http://www.erpgenie.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=475&Itemid=470
Lockbox
http://www.se80.co.uk/saptcodes/f/flbp/flbp.htm
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